NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS AND PUBLICATION GUIDELINES

The journal *Ars Longa* accepts: 1) Unpublished research works that have not been published (either the entire work or any part thereof, irrespective of the language of publication) and are not being considered for publication elsewhere; with an advisable maximum length of 30 pages (including bibliography and appendices) and six illustrations. 2) Reviews of books that have been recently published, with a maximum length of 2 pages and the cover image. All manuscripts should be typed, in Word format, double line spaced, using 12 point Times New Roman font, with approximately 30 lines per page. Nonetheless, the Editorial Board of *Ars Longa* reserves the right to advise the authors to extend or shorten their manuscripts. The opinions expressed by the authors do not necessarily reflect those of the journal. *Ars Longa* cannot be held responsible for errors or any consequences arising from the use of information contained in this journal.

*Ars Longa* accepts contributions in English, Spanish or Valencian, as long as titles, abstracts and keywords in both English and Spanish are included. As an exception, the Editorial Board may authorize the publication of articles in other languages. Contributions should be sent to: Departament of History of Art, Avda. Blasco Ibáñez, 28, 46010 Valencia, addressed to the Executive Editor of the journal *Ars Longa*. Online submissions are preferably welcomed, with the contribution as an email attachment, at the following address: aslonga@uv.es. The Editorial Board establishes three new stages of reception: October 15, January 15 and April 15. The latter date marks the limit that can be published in the number of the year.

Details of the corresponding author should appear in a separate page, including the following information: 1. Author's full name; 2. ORCID personal identifier (authors without personal identifier can have free register in http://orcid.org); 3. Affiliations; 4. Postal address for correspondence (including e-mail) and telephone number; 5. Title of article, in Spanish and English; 6. An abstract of no more than 200 words, and five or six key words, separated by slashes, both in English and Spanish; abstract should be a concise summary of the paper, highlighting the main contributions of the work; 7. Date of submission.

Every author must complete and sign the "Authorship, good publication practice and copyright transfer statement" available on the *Ars Longa* journal's webpage (http://www.uv.es/uvweb/departamento-historia-arte/es/resources/revista-ars-longa/revista-ars-longa-1285861496350.html).

*Ars Longa* follows a publication manual. For the selection of articles, it includes a peer review system where both authors and reviewers are anonymous (double blind peer review). Every article is evaluated by two referees, one at least belonging to a department other than the publishing department. Reviewers are selected from experts in the fields discussed in the articles. In case of disagreement between the two evaluations, an additional review will be solicited. Firstly, the Editors will acknowledge receipt of all contributions. In the second instance, within a three-month period, decisions on acceptance or rejection will be communicated to the corresponding author, indicating the reviewers' comments and suggestions. In the third place, page-proofs will be sent to the contributors for proofreading (to check for misprints). Authors will then have two weeks to return the corrections, which should not involve any relevant change for copy-fitting. Finally, all authors will be supplied a copy of the print journal and an offprint of their contribution. It is a condition of publication in the journal that authors grant a transfer of rights to the publishing institution, for the purposes of electronic reproduction and distribution.

**Figures and tables** must be good quality, perfectly clear and high contrast, numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals, and referred in the body of the text. Captions should be typed on a separate page. Figures should be submitted as separate files as JPG or TIFF (at resolutions of 300-600 dpi) and, if appropriate, processed with Adobe Photoshop. In the journal, figures will be printed as black-and-white images, except in the table of contents, which may include some colour photographs.

**Footnotes** for in-text quotations, explanations or references: number consecutively with Arabic numerals. If there is a reference list at the end of the manuscript – which is recommended by *Ars Longa* –, use a shortened version of reference thus: Author's SURNAME, Author's first name(s), Year, p. 00-00. Otherwise, use a complete reference – according to the proposed referencing guidelines – the first time the source is cited, and then the shortened version in subsequent citations (with the number of footnote where is the complete reference in brackets).

The **bibliographical reference list** should be ordered alphabetically by authors' names, using the following bibliographical referencing guidelines (ISO 690:1987/690-2):

### Books
Author's SURNAME, Author's first name(s). **Title in italics.** Place: Publisher or Institution, YEAR.

### Exhibition Catalogues or Conference Proceedings
SURNAME, First name(s) of director (dir.), coordinator, exhibit coordinator (coor.) or first author followed by...
"et al." Title of publication. (Held at (place) and on (date)). Place: Publisher or Institution, YEAR.

Chapters in Books, Catalogues and Proceedings
Author’s SURNAME, Author’s first name(s). "Title of chapter". In: SURNAME, Initials of director/editor (dir./ed.), coordinator, exhibit coordinator (coor.) or first author followed by et al. Title of publication. Place: Publisher or Institution, YEAR, p. 00-00.

Journal Articles
Author’s SURNAME, Author’s first name(s). “Title of article”. Name of journal in italics, Year, Vol., no., p. 00-00.

Periodicals
Author’s SURNAME, Author’s first name(s). “Title of article”. Name of periodical, date, p. 00-00.

Classics
AUTHOR, Title, book/chapter in roman numerals, parts in Arabic numerals (For translations: Trans. Translator’s Initials. Translator’s Surname. Place: Publisher, year).

The Bible
Book abbreviated title chapter number, verse number.

Internet resources
Author’s SURNAME, Author’s first name(s). “Title of article”.
From: <URL address> (Retrieved: dd-mm-yyyy).

Films or music recordings
SURNAME, First name(s) of the author, composer (comp.) or director (dir). Title of play, work, record, film or documentary [CD, VHS, DVD, 35mm]. Place and production (length in minutes, performers…).

Legislation
Country, State or Autonomous Community. Title. Publication, date of publication, no., p. 00-00.

General rules:
– Two or three authors: list all authors, using semicolons to separate authors’ names: Author’s SURNAME, Author’s first name(s); Author’s SURNAME, Author’s first name(s); Author’s SURNAME, Author’s first name(s).
– More than three authors: first author’s name followed by et al.: Author’s SURNAME, Author’s first name(s) et al.
– When applicable, use coor. (for coordinator) or dir. (for director) as abbreviations after the name: SURNAME, First name(s) (dir.).
– References to two or more works by the same author in a single year should be accompanied by a lower-case a, b, etc. after the year of publication… YEAR a, YEAR b, YEAR c…
– If there are several editions: indicate the edition used after the title: e.g. 3rd ed.
– Multivolume Work: indicate the number of volumes before the place of publication: X vols., and the volume number of the chapter cited, before the pages: Vol. X, p. 00-00.
– If the author is an Institution and in case of anonymous/unknown author, use the first word of the source’s title (avoiding articles or particles) instead of an author’s name.